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A start to finish guide for building 
and launching your first MVT in 
your Facebook Ad Account. From 
ad creative ideation to experiment 
analysis & scaling. 
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Guide Overview
This guide will teach you how to turn 

your best “Big Ideas” into your best 
performing ads. 

You’ll learn the process from getting 
started to analyzing your results & 

scaling your campaigns. 
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Step 1: 
Generating 
‘Big Ideas’

The Creative Revolution

In the 1960’s, advertising  
underwent a massive  
change thanks to leaders  
like David Ogilvy. Guys like  
Ogilvy started pushing 
the limits of creative and set 
the tone for future leaders  
like George Lois in the 80’s.  
These advertisers laid the  
foundation for “Big Ideas”  
in creative. 

Standing Out Today

In the rapidly changing and 
increasingly data-driven 
advertising world we live in 
today, brands have never 
needed to stand out more. 
That’s why we need to learn 
from guys like Ogilvy & Lois 
when coming up with our 
creative ideas.

Devising Your 
Creative Plans

Finding Your “Big Idea”

The Lois Blueprint

The Ogilvy Criteria

David Ogilvy’s Rolls-Royce Creative (1958)

George Lois’ Tommy Hilfiger Creative (1986)

Did it make me gasp when I saw it? 

Do I wish I had thought of it?

Does it fit the strategy to perfection?

Could it be used for 30 years?

Is it unique?

Penetrate Minds

Warm Hearts

Cause Action
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Coming Up 
With Your 

Big Idea
If you’re not sure where 
to begin, here are some 
resources that can help 

you come with your 
first Big Idea.

101 Creative Problem Solving Techniques

A Whack on the Side of the Head

The Art of Creative Thinking

When you have 2 or 3 strong ideas, 
move on to step 2!

  James Higgins

Roger von Oech

John Adair



Completed Ad
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Step 2: 
Building Creative  

Assets

Asset:  
Product Shot 

Asset:  
Brand Logo

Asset:  
Brand Colors

Asset:  
Feature Messaging
Hypothetically Speaking  

�is Is A Product.

Hex: #B4DA30

Asset:  
Wave Graphic
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What Are 
Creative  
Assets?
Anything you can isolate and put 
into an ad is a creative asset. 
Here are some examples of 
assets you could build! 

Product Type: Energy Snack Bars

Creative components in the above asset

Vary your text with benefits, testimonials, social proof, etc. 
to test more assets

Creative Asset: Benefits Text

Product Type: Elegant Dresses

Creative Asset: Model Shot at the Beach

Creative components in the above asset

Vary your photos with models, products, locations, etc. 
to test more assets

Model
Pose

Location
Dress

Benefits
Numbers

Emojis

Product Type: Map-Based Application

Creative components in the above asset

Vary your graphics with colors, icons, etc. 
to test more assets

Creative Asset: Location Graphic

Graphic
Icons

Colors

�e Energy Bar �at Will  

Keep You Going All Day. 12 Hours  

Of Energy in One Bar! 🔋⚡



Step 3: 
Creating a  
Multivariate 
Matrix
Take your creative assets &  
build out every combination 
of variables to make sure  
that you are testing assets 
evenly. 

You can start with a test as 
small as 10 ads or as large as 
1000 (if you have the time &  
budget)!
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Variable Outline

ProductShot

x1 x2

x9x4

TextType

Font

TextLocation
From the creative testing matrix on 
the previous page, you can see that 

the following creative variables were 
combined together to build the full 

suite of ads. 

After combining all of the variables,  
we had a total of 72 ads to be tested!

Left
TopRight

BottomLeft

BlackWhite

WhiteBlack

Serif

SansSerif

WhiteTrans

ColorColor

Top
Right

TopLeft
Center

BottomRight
Bottom
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Step 4: 
Launching Your 
Experiment
Assuming you are familiar with  
running Facebook ads already,  
you should be able to set up your 
first MVT campaign easily!

1. Create one campaign & set your budget limit
2. Put each creative variant into its own ad set
3. Make sure all of the ad sets have equal budgets
4. Name your ads in accordance with the assets used in them
5. Run all ads the same amount of time (7 day increments suggested)



Step 5: 
Analyzing the 
Results
After your experiment is complete 
and you’ve spent your test budget, 
It’s time to discover how good your 
“Big Idea” was, and which  
components of it are the most  
valuable!
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Determining 
Winners

Review the top performing ads in the 
campaign to decipher your winners 

and filter your ads to run creative 
component analysis! 

Find Your Best Ad

Open up the test campaign 
in your Facebook Ad Account 
and go to the ads tab. Sort 
the columns by your most  
Important KPI (i.e. Purchase, 
Clicks, Leads, etc.) and  
find the ad with the best 
performance: that is your 
Winner! 

Analyzing Creative Assets

After you’ve found the best 
individual ad, it’s time to  
learn which creative 
assets are the most  
impactful for your brand. 
As long as you’ve made 
sure to diligently tag your 
ads in the name, you will 
be able to filter the results 
and run creative component 
analysis manually.

Ad Name: 
TextColor(BlackWhite)_FontType(SansSerif)_TextAlign(Left)_Copy(Ethos)

Use Facebook’s filters to view & compare 
performance of specific creative assets.  
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Step 6:  
Scaling the 
Best & Starting 
Over 
Now that you’ve found your winners & 
deciphered which creative assets work 
best, its time to scale & improve! First, 
take the best ads and start spending 
more behind them. While you are doing 
that, take your creative learnings and 
build a test from the best to improve 
your creative further and avoid ad 
fatigue.

New Campaign Test Campaign

Take the top performing 
ads and put them into a 
new campaign all under 

one ad set.

Pause all the poor 
performing ads in the test 

campaign and increase the 
ad set budgets of the 
positive performers.

Scaling The Best

Retesting & Improving

Or

Break into the most recent 
experiment further. Strengthen 

the current data points by keeping 
top performers constant and 
challenging them with new 

variations.

Deeper Learning Wider Learning
Test a new group of variables and 
ad formats. Add new information 
to our overall learning to better 

understand where to concentrate 
our e�orts.



Conclusion
Now that you’ve read the guide, 
you’re ready to build your own MVT! 

Multivariate creative testing is 
the best way to make data-driven 
decisions when it comes to your 
ad creative, but it can be resource 
intensive to do it all alone.  

That’s why we’ve built Marpipe, our 
platform to automate this whole 
process, launching soon!

https://www.marpipe.com/waitlist



